Science for 5-7 Year Olds - Google Books Result 20 Aug 1984. All the objects in this stunning book are textured -- they are rough, or smooth, or shiny, or sticky, or wet, or furry. But they are also lots and lots of rough. How do I say these words in Korean? Please don't use a translator only answer if you know thanks ^^ Signed Is It Rough Is It Smooth Is It Shiny Tana Hoban 1st Edition. Specifically find info here on reflections from rough or smooth surfaces, mirrors, obsidian.. Reflections occur when light bounces off a smooth and shiny surface. Soft, prickly, shiny, furry, rough, velvet, smooth, sharp. Why do people prefer smooth shiny things to dull rough. Why do people prefer smooth shiny things to dull rough. How to Get Your Skin Silky, Smooth, Soft, Shining and Healthy. The sun, cold weather, and dry air can take a toll on skin's texture, leaving it rough and dry.